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Abstract: The discovery by the ATLAS and CMS experiments of a new boson with mass
around 125 GeV and with measured properties compatible with those of a Standard-Model
Higgs boson, coupled with the absence of discoveries of phenomena beyond the Standard
Model at the TeV scale, has triggered interest in ideas for future Higgs factories. A new
circular e+e− collider hosted in a 80 to 100 km tunnel, TLEP, is among the most attractive
solutions proposed so far. It has a clean experimental environment, produces high lumi-
nosity for top-quark, Higgs boson, W and Z studies, accommodates multiple detectors,
and can reach energies up to the tt¯ threshold and beyond. It will enable measurements of
the Higgs boson properties and of Electroweak Symmetry-Breaking (EWSB) parameters
with unequalled precision, offering exploration of physics beyond the Standard Model in
the multi-TeV range. Moreover, being the natural precursor of the VHE-LHC, a 100 TeV
hadron machine in the same tunnel, it builds up a long-term vision for particle physics.
Altogether, the combination of TLEP and the VHE-LHC offers, for a great cost effective-
ness, the best precision and the best search reach of all options presently on the market.
This paper presents a first appraisal of the salient features of the TLEP physics potential,
to serve as a baseline for a more extensive design study.
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1 Introduction
The Higgs boson with mass around 125 GeV recently discovered by the ATLAS and CMS
experiments [1, 2] at the LHC is found to have properties compatible with the Standard
Model predictions [3–5], as shown for example in figure 1 [6]. Coupled with the absence
of any other indication so far for new physics at the LHC, be it either through precision
measurements or via direct searches, this fundamental observation seems to push the energy
scale of any physics beyond the Standard Model above several hundred GeV. The higher-
energy LHC run, which is expected to start in 2015 at
√
s ∼ 13-14 TeV, will extend the
sensitivity by a factor two, in many cases well above 1 TeV. Fundamental discoveries may
therefore be made in this energy range by 2017–2018. Independently of the outcome of
this higher-energy run, however, there must be new phenomena, albeit at unknown energy
scales, as shown by the evidence for non-baryonic dark matter, the cosmological baryon-
antibaryon asymmetry and non-zero neutrino masses, which are all evidence for physics
beyond the Standard Model. In addition to the high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC,
new particle accelerators will be instrumental to understand the physics underlying these
observations.
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Figure 1. The mass dependence of the couplings of the recently discovered Higgs boson to
fermions and gauge bosons, from a two-parameter fit (dashed line) to a combination of the CMS
and ATLAS data collected at 7 and 8 TeV in 2011 and 2012, taken from ref. [6]. The dotted lines
bound the 68% C.L. interval. The value of the coupling of the Higgs boson to the c quark shown
in the figure is a prediction of the fit. The solid line corresponds to the Standard Model prediction.
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The path towards the choice of the most appropriate machine(s) to analyse these new
phenomena may be guided by historical precedents, which reveal the important roˆles played
by lower-energy precision measurements when establishing roadmaps for future discoveries
with higher-energy machines. In the late 1970’s, precision measurements of neutral currents
led to the prediction of the existence of the W and Z bosons, as well as the values of their
masses. The W and Z were then discovered in the early 1980’s at the CERN Spp¯S collider
with masses in the range predicted. Subsequently, the CERN LEP e+e− collider measured
the properties of the Z and W bosons with high precision in the 1990’s. These precise
measurements led to the prediction of the top-quark mass, which was discovered at the
FNAL Tevatron with the predicted mass. The measurement of mtop, together with the
precise measurement of the W mass at the Tevatron in the past decade, led in turn to
a prediction for the mass of the Higgs boson, which was recently discovered at the LHC
within the predicted mass range.
The details of the optimal strategy for the next large facility after the LHC can only
be finalized once the results of the LHC run at 13-14 TeV are known. Depending on
these results, a first step in the strategy to look beyond the LHC findings could require a
facility that would measure the Z, W, top-quark and Higgs-boson properties with sufficient
accuracy to provide sensitivity to new physics at a much higher energy scale. The strategy
could then be followed by a second step that would aim at discovering this new physics
directly, via access to a much larger centre-of-mass energy.
For example, new physics at an energy scale of 1 TeV would translate typically into
deviations δgHXX of the Higgs boson couplings to gauge bosons and fermions, gHXX, of up
to 5% with respect to the Standard Model predictions [7, 8], with a dependence that is
inversely proportional to the square of the new energy scale Λ:
δgHXX
gSMHXX
≤ 5%×
(
1TeV
Λ
)2
. (1.1)
Therefore the Higgs boson couplings need to be measured with a per-cent accuracy or
better to be sensitive to 1 TeV new physics, and with a per-mil accuracy to be sensitive
to multi-TeV new physics. Similarly, Electroweak precision measurements made at LEP
with 107 Z decays, together with accurate W and top-quark mass measurements from the
Tevatron, are sensitive to weakly-coupled new physics at a scale up to 3 TeV. To increase
this sensitivity up to 30 TeV, an improvement in precision by two orders of magnitude, i.e.,
an increase in statistics by four orders of magnitude to at least 1011 Z decays, would be
needed. At the same time, the current precision of the W and top-quark mass measurements
needs to be improved by at least one order of magnitude, i.e., to better than 1 MeV and
50 MeV respectively, in order to match the increased Z-pole measurement sensitivity. These
experimental endeavours will also require significant theoretical effort in a new generation
of theoretical calculations in order to reap the full benefits from their interpretation.
Among the various possibilities on the table today (pp colliders, e+e− colliders, µ+µ−
colliders and γγ colliders), it seems that circular e+e− colliders offer the best potential to
deliver the integrated luminosities that would be adequate to reach such levels of precision.
The proposed TLEP e+e− collider [9], which could be hosted in a new 80 to 100 km
– 2 –
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Figure 2. A possible implementation of the 80 km tunnel (dashed circle) that would host TLEP
and the VHE-LHC in the Geneva area, taken from ref. [10]. The 100 km version (full line) is
currently under study.
tunnel [10] in the Geneva area, as seen in figure 2, would be able to produce collisions at
centre-of-mass energies from 90 to 350 GeV and beyond, at several interaction points, and
make precision measurements at the Z pole, at the WW threshold, at the HZ cross section
maximum, and at the tt¯ threshold, with an unequalled accuracy. The same tunnel will
be designed to host a hadron collider (called the VHE-LHC), at a centre-of-mass energy
of up to 100 TeV, which would give direct access to new physics up to scales of 30 TeV.
This vision was already put forward by the ICFA beam-dynamics workshop [11] where
the design study of a circular Higgs factory was recommended. It is fully in-line with
the recent update of the European Strategy, approved at the end of May 2013 by the
CERN Council [12]. In particular, the Council calls upon the Organization to develop a
proposal for an ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at the high-energy frontier, and
recalls the strong scientific case for an e+e− collider that can study the properties of the
Higgs boson and other particles with unprecedented precision. This global vision is now
being implemented at CERN under the “Future Circular Colliders” (FCC) international
design study.
This paper is organized as follows. The main characteristics of the TLEP collider rel-
evant for the physics case are summarized in section 2. In sections 3 and 4, an overview
of the TLEP potential for precise measurements of the Higgs boson properties and of the
EWSB parameters is presented. Possible follow-on projects, which include an increase of
the TLEP centre-of-mass energy to 500 GeV, and complementing TLEP with a 100 TeV pp
collider, the VHE-LHC, are described briefly in section 5. Comparisons with the potential
of the high-luminosity LHC upgrade (HL-LHC) and of linear collider projects are made
throughout. This paper represents the current, preliminary understanding of the physics
potential of TLEP, complemented with mentions of the VHE-LHC reach whenever appro-
– 3 –
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TLEP-Z TLEP-W TLEP-H TLEP-t
√
s (GeV) 90 160 240 350
L (1034 cm−2s−1/IP) 56 16 5 1.3
# bunches 4400 600 80 12
RF Gradient (MV/m) 3 3 10 20
Vertical beam size (nm) 270 140 140 100
Total AC Power (MW) 250 250 260 284
Lint (ab
−1/year/IP) 5.6 1.6 0.5 0.13
Table 1. Preliminary values of the luminosity for TLEP in each of the four planned configu-
rations [9]. Other parameters relevant for the physics potential of TLEP (beam size, RF cavity
gradient, number of bunches, total power consumption and integrated luminosity per year at each
IP) are also listed.
priate. A five-year-long design study — responding to the recent European Strategy update
and part of the CERN medium-term plan [13] for 2014–2018 — has been launched to refine
this understanding, as well as to ascertain the feasibility of TLEP and the VHE-LHC, as
input to the next European Strategy update.
2 The experimental environment
2.1 Luminosity and energy
The TLEP collider complex consists of an accelerator ring and a storage ring [14], the
former delivering continuous top-up injection to the latter, so that a constant level of
luminosity is provided in collisions. The current TLEP working points can be found in
ref. [9], for the four centre-of-mass energies of interest: the Z pole (
√
s ∼ 91 GeV); the
WW threshold (
√
s ∼ 161 GeV); the HZ cross-section maximum (√s ∼ 240 GeV); and the
top-pair threshold (
√
s ∼ 350 GeV). The possible upgrade to √s = 500 GeV is discussed
in section 5. The 12 GV RF system is designed to compensate for the energy loss by
synchrotron radiation at
√
s = 350 GeV, at which a luminosity of 1.3× 1034 cm−2s−1 can
be delivered at each interaction point (IP), in a configuration with four IPs. At lower centre-
of-mass energies, the energy losses decrease steeply like E4beam, and the RF power can be
used to accelerate a much larger number of e± bunches, from 12 bunches at 350 GeV all the
way to 4400 bunches at the Z pole. As a result, the luminosity increases approximately like
1/E3beam when the centre-of-mass energy decreases. (The smaller exponent is a consequence
of operating at the beam-beam limit.) The preliminary values of the luminosities expected
at each energy are displayed in table 1, together with other important parameters of the
machine (beam size, RF cavity gradient, number of bunches, and total power consumption),
taken from ref. [9]. The last row gives the integrated luminosity expected at each interaction
point for one year of data taking (1 year = 107 seconds).
– 4 –
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Figure 3. Instantaneous luminosity, in units of 1034 cm−2s−1, expected at TLEP (full red line),
in a configuration with four interaction points operating simultaneously, as a function of the centre-
of-mass energy. For illustration, the luminosities expected at linear colliders, ILC (blue line) and
CLIC (green line), are indicated in the same graph. As explained in the text, the TLEP luminosity
at each interaction point would increase significantly if fewer interaction points were considered.
The possible TLEP energy upgrade up to 500 GeV, represented by a dashed line, is briefly discussed
in section 5.
These luminosity values are obtained in a configuration of the collider with four inter-
action points, for which the beam-beam parameters can be obtained directly from measure-
ments performed at LEP1 and LEP2 in the 1990’s. For this reason, the luminosity summed
over the four interaction points, the only relevant quantity when it comes to evaluating
the physics potential, is shown in figure 3. Should TLEP operate with fewer detectors, the
larger damping time between collisions would tend to push the beam-beam limit, with the
effect of increasing the luminosity at each interaction point by a factor (4/nIP)
0.4 [15]. For
example, the use of two detectors instead of four would only reduce the total luminosity
by 35% (as opposed to a naive factor 2 reduction), hence would increase the statistical
uncertainties reported in this article by about 20%. The physics potential of either config-
uration is summarized in table 8 (section 3.3) and table 9 (section 4). Although there is
some debate as to the functional dependence of the beam-beam parameter on the damp-
ing decrement, any modifications to the formula of ref. [15] will have minor effects on the
conclusions of this analysis.
Also displayed in figure 3 are the luminosities expected for the two linear collider
projects, ILC [16, 17] and CLIC [18], as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. It is
remarkable that the luminosity expected at TLEP is between a factor 5 and three orders
of magnitude larger than that expected for a linear collider, at all centre-of-mass energies
from the Z pole to the tt¯ threshold, where precision measurements are to be made, hence
where the accumulated statistics will be a key feature. Upgrades aimed at delivering
luminosities well beyond the values given above are also being investigated — although
they cannot be guaranteed today. Similar upgrades are also contemplated for the ILC [19].
Possibilities for TLEP include beam charge compensation and the use of the “crab-waist”
– 5 –
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Figure 4. The beam-energy spectrum for TLEP (red) for
√
s = 240 GeV. For illustration, the
beam-energy spectrum expected in presence of beamstrahlung is shown for the ILC (black) at the
same centre-of-mass energy. The L0.01 value is the fraction of the integrated luminosity produced
within 1% of the nominal centre-of-mass energy. The effect of initial state radiation (common to
TLEP and ILC, but physics-process dependent) is not included in this plot.
collision scheme [20, 21], allowing beamstrahlung effects to be mitigated. Upgrades to
higher centre-of-mass energies are discussed in section 5.
2.2 Beamstrahlung
Beamstrahlung is an issue for e+e− rings [22, 23], as its effects may cause either the beam
lifetime to become prohibitively small, or the beam-energy spread and bunch length to
become unacceptably large. Indeed, the continuous loss of even a tiny fraction of the
beam at each collision reduces the beam lifetime at the higher TLEP beam energies, and
cumulative increases in the energy spread result in significant bunch lengthening, especially
at the lower energies. Solutions to mitigate these effects are well known, and are described
in ref. [9, 23]. Steadily improved simulations and analytical calculations show that, with
the current TLEP parameters at
√
s = 350 GeV [9], a momentum acceptance of 2.0%, and
a ratio of vertical to horizontal emittances of 0.2%, the luminosity drops by 10% every
minute. With a top-up rate of once per minute, the average luminosity amounts to 95% of
the peak luminosity. Beamstrahlung effects are, on the other hand, benign for the physics
performance. For example, the beamstrahlung-induced beam energy spread is expected to
be smaller than 0.1%, as shown in figure 4 for
√
s = 240 GeV.
This low level of beamstrahlung provides several advantages, some examples of which
are given below.
• Beamstrahlung is a macroscopic effect that cannot be predicted from first principles,
and the resulting beam-energy spectrum needs to be measured in situ, with significant
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The measurement of observables relying on
– 6 –
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a precise beam-energy knowledge (e.g., Z or W masses, Z width, top quark mass, etc.)
therefore profit from the relative absence of beamstrahlung. Similarly, cross sections
with a rapid variation as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (e.g., at the Z pole,
or at the WW and tt¯ thresholds, as shown for example in figure 15 of section 4) are
(i) maximal; and (ii) calculable with very good accuracy, leading to small statistical
and systematic uncertainties if beamstrahlung effects can be neglected.
• The forward region of a TLEP detector is free of beamstrahlung photons, which
in turn eases both the design of a luminometer and the integrated luminosity mea-
surement. Likewise, the beam-related backgrounds (disrupted beams, photons, e+e−
pairs) originating from beamstrahlung are small, and so are the parasitic γγ collisions.
Pile-up of interactions is therefore negligible.
• Final states with photons (e.g., H → γγ, H→ Zγ, or e+e− → Zγ → νν¯γ) can be
selected with optimal purity.
• The quasi-absence of beamstrahlung photons along the beam axis (in both directions)
enables an optimal use of energy and momentum constraints in kinematic fits.
In summary, the known assets of e+e− collisions — cleanliness, calculability, numerous
kinematic constraints, and absence of pile-up collisions — are well preserved at TLEP,
mostly because of the absence of beamstrahlung. When it comes to precision measurements,
these advantages come in order of importance right after the large integrated luminosity.
2.3 Beam polarization
2.3.1 Motivation
Polarized beams are useful for several purposes in e+e− storage rings. Transverse polariza-
tion was used in single beams at LEP for beam energy calibration with 0.1 MeV intrinsic
precision [24, 25]. This precision will be essential for the TLEP measurements of the Z
mass and width, and of the W mass, with the required accuracy. Longitudinal polarization
was used in collisions at SLC for the measurement of the left-right asymmetry at the Z
pole, ALR, with a 10
−3 accuracy [26], which in turn allowed a determination of the weak
mixing angle with an accuracy similar to that of the best LEP unpolarized measurements.
It is therefore of great interest to establish both transverse and longitudinal polarization
with TLEP, and be able to maintain longitudinal polarization in collisions at the Z pole.
2.3.2 Transverse polarization
Transverse beam polarization builds up naturally in a storage ring by the Sokolov-Ternov
effect. A transverse polarization in excess of 5-10%, which was obtained for beam energies
up to 61 GeV per beam at LEP, is sufficient for beam energy calibration purposes. It is
generally accepted that this upper limit is determined by the energy spread, which becomes
commensurate with the fractional part of the spin-tune νs = Ebeam[GeV]/0.440665. Given
that the energy spread scales as E2beam/
√
ρ, where ρ is the ring bending radius, it is expected
that beam polarization sufficient for energy calibration should be readily available up to
– 7 –
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and above the WW threshold (i.e., 81 GeV per beam) at TLEP. A new machine with a
better control of the orbit should, however, be able to increase this limit. For example,
a full 3D spin tracking simulation of the electron machine of the Large Hadron-electron
Collider (LHeC) project in the 27 km LHC tunnel predicts 20% polarization at a beam
energy of 65 GeV for typical machine misalignments [27].
At LEP, the natural polarization building time amounted to five hours at the Z peak.
This time is predicted to increase like the third power of the ring bending radius, hence
will reach the unpractical value of 150 hours at TLEP. Asymmetric “polarization” wigglers
were in use in LEP, and their effect on the polarization time and the beam energy spread,
as well as other depolarizing sources, is analyzed in ref. [28]. Such polarization wigglers
could be used to reduce the polarization time at TLEP, while keeping the energy spread
to a reasonable value. As an example, the use of the LEP polarization wigglers in TLEP
with a central pole field of 0.6 T would reduce the polarization time to 18 hours at the Z
peak, while keeping the beam energy spread below 48 MeV — a value at which polarization
could routinely be obtained in LEP with a beam energy of 55 GeV. In these conditions,
a level of polarization sufficient to perform resonant depolarization could be reached in a
couple hours. Energy calibrations would then be performed every ten minutes if at least
twelve bunches of electrons and of positrons were kept “single” (i.e., not colliding) in the
machine. For a beam energy of 80 GeV, the polarization time would be 9 hours in TLEP,
and the use of wigglers should not be necessary.
2.3.3 Longitudinal polarization
Measurements with longitudinal polarization require maintaining polarization of both e+
and e− beams in collisions. At LEP, transverse beam polarization of 40% was observed and
maintained in collisions for more than five hours at Z pole energies (∼ 45 GeV per beam)
with one collision point, a beam-beam tune shift of 0.04, and a single bunch luminosity of
1030 cm−2s−1 [29]. The polarization levels measured during this experiment are displayed
in figure 5 as a function of time. With the smaller value of β∗y and the larger number
of bunches, similar polarization levels could be envisioned in collisions at the Z pole with
TLEP with a luminosity reduced to around 1035 cm−2s−1, for the same total beam-beam
tune shift. A suitable working point will have to be found to optimize the benefits from the
much reduced top-up rate, and the adverse effects of the beamstrahlung and the required
polarization wigglers on the energy spread.
Movable spin rotators as designed for HERA [30] would therefore allow a program
of longitudinally polarized beams at the Z peak. (The spin rotator design foreseen for
LEP requires tilting the experiments and is unpractical for TLEP.) For the same level
of polarization in collisions as that observed at LEP, and assuming that a fraction of
the bunches can be selectively depolarized, a simultaneous measurement [31] of the beam
polarization and of the left-right asymmetry ALR can be envisioned at TLEP.
2.3.4 Polarization at higher energies
As mentioned above, the maximum level of polarization is limited by the increase of the
beam energy spread when the beam energy increases. The establishment of longitudi-
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Figure 5. Proof of principle for polarization in collisions around the Z pole energy at LEP
(Ebeam = 44.71 GeV). The measured transverse polarization of the two electron bunches is plotted
as function of time. One of the two electron bunches was brought into collisions with a positron
bunch at 4:10 am, and remained polarized at the same level as the non-colliding bunch for more
than five hours afterwards.
nal polarization at higher energies therefore requires a cancellation of depolarizing effects,
by reducing the spin-tune spread associated with the energy spread. Siberian snake so-
lutions [32] invoking combinations of spin rotators situated around the experiments and
polarization wigglers are being discussed. They take advantage of the fact that the TLEP
arcs have very low fields, which can be overruled by polarization wigglers suitably disposed
around the ring. An example is displayed in figure 6. These schemes need to be worked
out and simulated before the feasibility of longitudinal polarization in high-energy collisions
can be asserted.
2.4 Beam energy measurement
As mentioned in section 2.3, transverse polarization can be naturally established at TLEP
at the Z pole and at the WW threshold. A technique unique to e+e− rings, called resonant
spin depolarization [33], can therefore be used to measure the beam energy with high
precision. This technique was developed and successfully used during the LEP1 programme,
and allowed the average beam energy to be known with a precision of 1 MeV. The intrinsic
precision of the method, 0.1 MeV or better [24], was not fully exploited at LEP1 because
no attempt was made to perform this measurement during collisions. Instead, regular
measurements were performed by separating the beams at the end of physics fills, and it
was soon realized that the energy actually drifted with time because of, e.g., tides and stray
currents from nearby train tracks, so that an extrapolation had to be made to “predict”
the beam energy during collisions. This extrapolation is the dominant contributor to the
current systematic uncertainty of 2 MeV on the Z mass and width [24].
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Figure 6. A possible scheme to obtain longitudinal beam polarization at high energies (Ebeam 
mZ/2 ) with TLEP. Taking advantage of the low magnetic field in the arcs, the polarization is
generated dominantly by strong asymmetric wigglers of opposite polarities (AW1 and AW2) in two
halves of the ring. The transverse polarization obtained this way is rotated to longitudinal in the
experimental straight sections in detector D1, by 90 degrees spin rotators (SR1L, etc.), and brought
back to vertical (but reversed) in the following arc, and similarly for the next experimental straight
section, D2. The scheme easily generalizes to the situation with four IPs. This scheme generates
a spin transport with an integer part of the spin tune equal to zero. The spin polarization of the
electrons is shown. Given separated beam pipes for the e+ and e− beams, they can be exposed
to wigglers of opposite polarity, enabling positron polarization parallel to that of the electrons.
In this way highly polarized e+e− systems at the collision point can be obtained. Polarization
can be reversed by reversing the wiggler polarity. The possibility of depolarizing a fraction of the
bunches in this scheme, to provide a normalization of polarimetry from the measured cross-sections,
is being investigated.
At TLEP, instead, it will be possible to keep a few non-colliding bunches out of the
4400 (Z pole) or 600 (WW threshold) bunches without significant loss of luminosity, and
apply regular resonant spin depolarization on those. This technique will allow continuous
beam energy measurements, in the exact same conditions as for the colliding bunches,
with an accuracy of 100 keV or so for each measurement, hence with an accuracy of
100 keV/
√
N for N measurements. With the statistics foreseen to be available at the
Z pole, a precision better than 0.1 MeV will therefore be at hand for the Z mass and
width measurements. Similarly, at the WW threshold, the beam energy uncertainty should
translate to a systematic uncertainty smaller than 0.1 MeV on the W mass.
If polarization cannot be established at higher centre-of-mass energies, the beam energy
can be determined from the precise knowledge of the Z and W masses and the use of the
energy-momentum conservation in kinematic fits of the e+e− → Zγ [34], e+e− → ZZ, and
e+e− →WW processes. These three processes should allow the average beam energy (and
its spread) to be determined at
√
s = 240 and 350 GeV with a precision sufficient for all
practical purposes.
2.5 Integrated luminosity measurement
The experimental conditions at TLEP will be similar to those of LEP, with the addi-
tional bonus of very stable beam conditions brought by the continuous top-up injection.
Nevertheless, there will be a number of notable differences, as exemplified below.
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• The smaller value of β∗y [9] increases the beam divergence at the interaction point to
the extent that it may have a sizeable effect on the acceptance of low angle detec-
tors used for the luminosity measurement. The better stability of the TLEP beams
will help to keep the uncertainty on the beam divergence to a level similar to that
evaluated at LEP.
• The strong final-focus quadrupoles will generate large amounts of synchrotron radi-
ation, which need to be simulated and against which appropriate shielding must be
provided.
• An increased amount of beamstrahlung may lead to a somewhat larger background
of electromagnetic radiation produced in the interaction region. As mentioned in sec-
tion 2.2, it is nevertheless several orders of magnitude smaller than the level expected
in a linear collider environment.
• The repetition rate in multi-bunch operations will reach 20 MHz at the Z pole. This
specificity has to be taken into account in the design of the detectors.
To the extent that the aforementioned issues are properly addressed and solved, there
should be no significant difficulty to achieve luminosity measurements with an experimental
precision similar to that obtained at LEP, typically a few times 10−4. At the Z peak it
would be of interest to achieve even better precision, e.g., for the measurement of the
invisible width hence the number of light neutrinos, which will require a more precise
construction of the luminometers. The main limitation on the luminosity measurement,
however, would presently come from the theoretical calculation of the low angle Bhabha
cross section. Clearly, progress in this aspect would pay great dividends.
2.6 Detectors
The detector designs developed for the ILC [35] or for CLIC [18] include a highly granular
calorimetry, called imaging calorimetry, for particle-flow purposes. The 3D granularity
allows hadron showers to be tracked individually, towards an optimally efficient neutral
hadron identification, hence a better energy resolution for jets. This technical choice,
however, poses power dissipation and cooling challenges. The solution of pulsed electronics,
chosen for linear colliders, cannot be exploited at circular colliders because of the large
repetition rate.
While the use of imaging calorimetry will be included in the forthcoming design study,
more conservative choices have therefore been made so far in the evaluation of the TLEP
physics case potential. For example, a study — carried out in ref. [36] with full simulation
of the CMS detector at
√
s = 240 GeV — demonstrated that the Higgs coupling accuracy
is close to being optimal even with a more conventional detector. The underlying reason
is that the precise measurement of jet energies is most often not a key factor in e+e−
collisions: for events with no or little missing mass, jet energies can be determined with
high precision from their directions, making use of energy-momentum conservation.
The TLEP design study will aim, in particular, at defining the minimal detector per-
formance needed to measure the Higgs boson couplings and the EWSB parameters with
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the desired precision. In the meantime, the choice made in ref. [36] was adopted in this
note too to make a conservative estimate of the TLEP potential: the performance of the
CMS detector is assumed throughout. The only exceptions are (i) the vertex detector,
for which performance similar to that of a linear collider detector is needed, with lifetime-
based c-tagging capabilities; and (ii) a precision device for luminosity measurement with
Bhabha scattering, obviously absent in the CMS design. The estimates presented in this
note are based on the simultaneous operation of four of these detectors. As mentioned in
section 2.1, a configuration with only two such detectors would lead to a moderate 20%
increase of all statistical uncertainties presented here, as summarized in tables 8 and 9.
A specificity of TLEP is the possibility to run at the Z pole with a luminosity of
5× 1035 cm−2s−1 at each interaction point, corresponding to a trigger rate of 15 kHz for Z
decays in the central detector, and 60 kHz for Bhabha scattering in the luminometer. This
rate is of the same order of magnitude as that proposed for the LHCb upgrade [37], with
events of a size similar or larger than the size of the TLEP events. In addition, the events
will be as “clean” as at LEP, with no pile-up interactions and negligible beam backgrounds.
No insurmountable difficulty is therefore expected in this respect, but the design study will
need to ascertain the data analysis feasibility, and to assess the needs for online and oﬄine
computing resources with such trigger rates.
2.7 Possible timescale and physics programme
The design study is expected to deliver its conclusion in 2018, in time for the next update
of the European Strategy. The TLEP and the VHE-LHC design studies will be conducted
in close coordination, with the aim of providing maximum flexibility for the installation
of the two machines and possible concurrent (but not simultaneous) operation. Should
the case be still as strong as today, a go-ahead decision could be taken immediately and
the tunnel excavation could start at the beginning of the next decade, for a duration of
four to eight years, with the simultaneous operation of up to three drilling machines [38].
The construction and installation of the collider and the detectors would then proceed in
parallel with the HL-LHC running for another four to five years. It could thus be technically
envisioned, setting aside political, financial, etc., considerations, to start commissioning for
the first TLEP physics run as early as in 2030. It will take between a couple months (as
at LEP2) and a couple years (as at LEP1) to achieve the design luminosity.
Typically, the baseline physics programme of TLEP would consist of
• two years at the Z pole (of which one year with the design luminosity of 5.6 ab−1
at each IP, and one year with longitudinal polarization at reduced luminosity), with
resonant depolarization of single bunches at intervals of around 20 minutes, for beam
energy calibration;
• one or two years at the WW threshold — with 1.6 ab−1 per year at each IP — with
periodic returns at the Z peak (in the TLEP-W conditions) for detector calibration,
and with resonant depolarization of single bunches at intervals of around 20 minutes,
for beam energy calibration;
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Item Cost (Million CHF)
RF system 900
Cryogenics system 200
Vacuum system 500
Magnets systems for the two rings 800
Pre-injector complex 500
Total 2,900
Table 2. Indicative costs for the main cost drivers of the TLEP collider.
• five years at 240 GeV as a Higgs factory — with 500 fb−1 per year at each IP — with
periodic returns at the Z peak (in the TLEP-H conditions);
• and five years at the tt¯ threshold — with 130 fb−1 per year at each IP — with
periodic returns at the Z peak (in the TLEP-t conditions).
The effective duration of the running at each energy as well as the appropriate order will
be defined according to the physics needs and the collider capacities as more knowledge
is acquired. Possible luminosity and energy upgrades are not included in this baseline
programme. In this aggressive schedule, the VHE-LHC would be installed in the 2040’s,
and its physics programme could start in 2050 or thereabout.
2.8 Elements of costing
One of the aims of the design study is to produce a detailed costing of the TLEP project.
Not surprisingly, the main cost drivers for the whole complex are expected to be the
tunnel, the shafts and the related services and infrastructure (including access roads). The
corresponding cost, however, is considered as general CERN infrastructure to serve both
TLEP and VHE-LHC, and possibly other projects as well. The length of the tunnel will
be optimized on the basis of geological and accessibility criteria. For example, a tunnel of
100 km (also shown in figure 2, and for which a feasibility assessment is ongoing) might be
more cost-effective than the 80 km version [38].
Besides, the cost of the accelerator and collider rings, dominated by the 600-m-long
RF system and the 80 km of low-field magnets — possibly recyclable for the VHE-LHC
injector — was found in a very prelimimary estimate to be smaller than the LHC cost
(table 2). In view of the large number of Higgs bosons, Z and W bosons, and top quarks
to be analysed in very clean experimental conditions, TLEP is therefore expected to be
exceedingly competitive.
3 Precise measurements of the Higgs boson properties
The primary goal of a Higgs factory is to measure the Higgs boson properties with the best
possible precision as to be sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model at the highest
possible scale. Tree-level couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions and gauge bosons are
expected to be modified with respect to the standard-model prediction, with a magnitude
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Figure 7. The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
in unpolarized e+e− collisions, as predicted by the HZHA program [39]. The thick red curve shows
the cross section expected from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ, and the thin red curve
shows the fraction corresponding to the Z → νν¯ decays. The blue and pink curves stand for the
WW and ZZ fusion processes (hence leading to the Hνeν¯e and He
+e− final states), including their
interference with the Higgs-strahlung process. The green curve displays the total production cross
section. The dashed vertical lines indicate the centre-of-mass energies at which TLEP is expected
to run for five years each,
√
s = 240 GeV and
√
s ∼ 2mtop.
rapidly decreasing with the new physics scale Λ, typically like 1/Λ2. For Λ = 1 TeV,
departures up to 5% are expected [7, 8]. To discover new physics through its effects on the
Higgs boson couplings with a significance of 5σ, it is therefore necessary to measure these
couplings to fermions and gauge bosons with a precision of at least 1%, and at the per-mil
level to reach sensitivity to Λ larger than 1 TeV, as suggested at by the negative results of
the searches at the LHC.
The number of Higgs bosons expected to be produced, hence the integrated luminosity
delivered by the collider, are therefore key elements in the choice of the right Higgs factory
for the future of high-energy physics: a per-mil accuracy cannot be reached with less
than a million Higgs bosons. The Higgs production cross section (obtained with the HZHA
generator [39]), through the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ and the WW or ZZ fusion
processes, is displayed in figure 7. A possible operational centre-of-mass energy is around
255 GeV, where the total production cross section is maximal and amounts to 210 fb.
The luminosity profile of TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (figure 3)
leads to choose a slightly smaller value, around 240 GeV, where the total number of Higgs
bosons produced is maximal, as displayed in figure 8. The number of WW fusion events
has a broad maximum for centre-of-mass energies between 280 and 360 GeV. It is therefore
convenient to couple the analysis of the WW fusion with the scan of the tt¯ threshold, at√
s around 350 GeV, where the background from the Higgs-strahlung process is smallest
and most separated from the WW fusion signal.
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Figure 8. Number of Higgs bosons produced at TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
(green curve), as obtained from a five-year running period with the TLEP luminosity profile of
figure 3 delivered to four interaction points, and the Higgs production cross section of figure 7. The
number of events from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ is displayed in red, and the number
of events from WW fusion is displayed in blue.
TLEP 240 ILC 250
Total Integrated Luminosity (ab−1) 10 0.25
Number of Higgs bosons from e+e− → HZ 2,000,000 70,000
Number of Higgs bosons from boson fusion 50,000 3,000
Table 3. Integrated luminosity and number of Higgs bosons produced with TLEP at
√
s = 240 GeV
(summed over four IPs), for the Higgs-strahlung process and the WW fusion. For illustration, the
corresponding numbers are also shown for the baseline ILC programme [40] at
√
s = 250 GeV, with
beams polarized at a level of 80% for electrons and 30% for positrons.
3.1 Measurements at
√
s = 240 GeV
At
√
s = 240 GeV, the TLEP luminosity is expected to be 5× 1034 cm−2s−1 at each inter-
action point, in a configuration with four IPs. The total integrated luminosity accumulated
in five years, assuming running for 107 seconds per year, is shown in table 3, together with
the corresponding numbers of Higgs bosons produced.
From the sole reading of this table, it becomes clear that TLEP is in a position to
produce enough Higgs bosons in a reasonable amount of time to aim at the desired sub-
per-cent precision for Higgs boson coupling measurements. Detailed simulations and simple
analyses have been carried out in ref. [36] to ascertain the claim, with an integrated lumi-
nosity of 500 fb−1 (representing only one year of data taking at
√
s = 240 GeV in one of
the TLEP detectors), fully simulated in the CMS detector. For example, the distribution
of the mass recoiling against the lepton pair in the e+e−H and µ+µ−H final states, inde-
pendently of the Higgs boson decay, is shown in figure 9, taken from ref. [36], for one year
of data taking in the CMS detector. The number of Higgs boson events obtained from a fit
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TLEP-240 
1 year, 1 detector 
Recoil Mass (GeV) 
e+e  ! HZ with Z ! e+e  or µ+µ  !
Figure 9. Distribution of the mass recoiling against the lepton pair in the e+e− → HZ channel, in
the Z→ `+`− final state (` = e, µ), taken from ref. [36], for an integrated luminosity equivalent to
one year of data taking with one TLEP detector (assumed to be the CMS detector). The number
of Higgs boson events (the red histogram) obtained from a fit of this distribution is proportional to
the inclusive HZ cross section, σHZ.
to this distribution of the signal and background contributions allows the total e+e− → HZ
cross section to be measured with a precision of 0.4% at TLEP. As pointed out in ref. [41],
the measurement of the total e+e− → HZ cross section is a sensitive probe of possible new
physics that can reduce the fine-tuning of the Higgs boson mass. Such new physics would
also renormalize the Higgs couplings by a universal factor, and the TLEP measurement of
the e+e− → HZ cross section with a precision of 0.4% would be sensitive to new particles
that could not be meaningfully probed in any other way.
A summary of the statistical precision of the measurements presented in ref. [36] for√
s = 240 GeV — extrapolated to the TLEP luminosity and to four detectors — is given in
table 4. In this table, a few numbers are added with respect to ref. [36]. First, the precision
for σHZ × BR(H→ cc¯) and σHZ × BR(H→ gg) is extrapolated from the ILC prediction,
as would be obtained if the CMS detector were upgraded with a vertex detection device
with adequate c-tagging performance. Secondly, the precision for σHZ × BR(H→ ZZ) is
obtained from an almost background-free dedicated search for ZZZ final states including
four leptons, recently developed for that purpose.
The latter measurement has an important consequence for the determination of the
total Higgs decay width. In e+e− collisions, it is not possible to directly observe the width
of the Higgs boson if it is as small as the Standard Model prediction of 4 MeV. However, the
total width of the Higgs boson is given by Γtot = Γ(H→ ZZ)/BR(H→ ZZ). As the partial
decay width Γ(H→ ZZ) is directly proportional to the inclusive cross section σHZ, Γtot
can be measured with the same precision as the ratio σ2HZ/σHZ×BR(H→ ZZ). Therefore,
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TLEP 240 ILC 250
σHZ 0.4% 2.5%
σHZ × BR(H→ bb¯) 0.2% 1.1%
σHZ × BR(H→ cc¯) 1.2% 7.4%
σHZ × BR(H→ gg) 1.4% 9.1%
σHZ × BR(H→WW) 0.9% 6.4%
σHZ × BR(H→ ττ) 0.7% 4.2%
σHZ × BR(H→ ZZ) 3.1% 19%
σHZ × BR(H→ γγ) 3.0% 35%
σHZ × BR(H→ µµ) 13% 100%
Table 4. Statistical precision for Higgs measurements obtained from the proposed TLEP pro-
gramme at
√
s = 240 GeV only (shown in table 3). For illustration, the baseline ILC figures at√
s = 250 GeV, taken from ref. [7], are also given. The order-of-magnitude smaller accuracy ex-
pected at TLEP in the H → γγ channel is the threefold consequence of the larger luminosity, the
superior resolution of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter, and the absence of background from
Beamstrahlung photons.
TLEP 350 ILC 350
Total Integrated Luminosity (ab−1) 2.6 0.35
Number of Higgs bosons from e+e− → HZ 340,000 65,000
Number of Higgs bosons from boson fusion 70,000 22,000
Table 5. Integrated luminosity and numbers of Higgs bosons produced with TLEP (summed over
four IPs) at
√
s = 350 GeV, in the Higgs-strahlung process and in WW fusion. For illustration, the
corresponding numbers are also shown for the baseline ILC programme at the same centre-of-mass
energy, with beams polarized at a level of 80% for electrons and 30% for positrons.
with the sole 240 GeV data, TLEP is able to determine the Higgs boson decay width with
a precision of the order of 3.1% from this channel. The H→ bb¯νν¯ final state produced
via WW fusion can also be used for that purpose, as described in more detail in the next
section.
Finally, the `+`−H final state and the distribution of the mass recoiling against the
lepton pair can also be used to directly measure the invisible decay width of the Higgs
boson, in events where the Higgs boson decay products escape undetected. With the
TLEP data at 240 GeV, the Higgs boson invisible branching fraction can be measured with
an absolute precision of 0.25%. If not observed, a 95% C.L. upper limit of 0.5% can be set
on this branching fraction.
3.2 Measurements at
√
s = 350 GeV
At
√
s = 350 GeV, the TLEP luminosity is expected to amount to 1.3 × 1034 cm−2s−1
at each IP. The total integrated luminosity accumulated in five years is shown in table 5,
together with the corresponding numbers of Higgs bosons produced.
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Figure 10. Distribution of the mass recoiling against the bb¯ system in the bb¯νν¯ final state, from
Higgs-strahlung (blue) and WW-fusion (red) production for 500 fb−1 at
√
s = 350 GeV, taken from
ref. [42].
The additional events from the Higgs-strahlung process at 350 GeV allow the statistical
precision for all the aforementioned measurements to be improved by typically 5% for TLEP
with respect to the sole 240 GeV data. The large number of Higgs bosons produced by
boson fusion allows a measurement of the total width, most straightforwardly done in the
copious bb¯νν¯ final state. At
√
s = 350 GeV, both the Higgs-strahlung process (when the Z
decays to a neutrino pair) and the WW fusion contribute to this final state with a similar
cross section (figure 7), and with a small interference term. The mass recoiling against the
bb¯ system (also called missing mass), however, peaks at mZ for the Higgs-strahlung and
the interference term, but clusters around
√
s −mH for the WW fusion. A fit of the HZ
and WW fusion contributions to the distribution of this missing mass, shown in figure 10
from ref. [42], allows σWW→H × BR(H→ bb¯) to be obtained with a relative precision of
0.6% at TLEP.
This measurement can be performed in a very similar manner with the data at
√
s =
240 GeV, albeit with a reduced discrimination between the HZ and the WW fusion contri-
butions. The statistical precision with which σWW→H × BR(H→ bb¯) can be measured at
both centre-of-mass energies is displayed in table 6.
These measurements can also be used to determine the total Higgs decay width in a
way similar to that described in the previous section. Indeed, the total Higgs boson width
is given by Γtot = Γ(H→WW)/BR(H→WW). The partial decay width Γ(H→WW) is
directly proportional to the inclusive cross section σWW→H. The Higgs boson branching
ratios to WW and to bb¯ are in turn obtained from the measurements performed at
√
s =
240 GeV, the precision of which can be inferred from table 4. With the 350 (240) GeV
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√
s (GeV) TLEP ILC
240–250 2.2% 10.5%
350 0.6% 1.0%
Table 6. Statistical precision of the TLEP measurement of σWW→H×BR(H→ bb¯). For illustration,
the ILC potential at the same centre-of-mass energies is also indicated.
Process and final state TLEP ILC
e+e− → HZ with H→ ZZ 3.1% 20%
WW→ H with H→ bb¯ at 240 GeV 2.4% 12%
WW→ H with H→ bb¯ at 350 GeV 1.2% 7%
Combined 1.0% 6.0%
Table 7. Statistical precision of the total Higgs boson width measurements with TLEP at
√
s = 240
and 350 GeV. For illustration, the ILC potential at the same centre-of-mass energies is also indicated.
data, TLEP is therefore able to determine the Higgs boson decay width with a precision
of the order of 1.2% (2.4%) with WW fusion. When combined with the ZZZ final state,
the precision on the total Higgs boson width from TLEP is estimated to be 1.0%. These
numbers are summarized in table 7.
3.3 Global fit for Higgs boson couplings
The accuracies on the Higgs boson couplings are obtained here from a fit to all observables
reported in tables 4 and 6 for TLEP at
√
s = 240 and 350 GeV. The fit closely follows
the logic presented in ref. [43], and indeed reproduces the results presented therein for the
combination of the ILC and LHC projections. Here, the results of standalone fits, i.e.,
without combination with LHC sensitivities, are given so as to compare the LHC, ILC and
TLEP relative performance in terms of Higgs boson coupling and width measurements. The
other two assumptions made in ref. [43] consist in (i) bounding from above the couplings
to the Z and the W to the Standard Model couplings; and (ii) saturating the exotic decay
width by the sole invisible Higgs boson decays. These assumptions introduce some model
dependency which are not called for when it comes to measure the Higgs boson properties
in a truly model-independent manner. These two assumptions were therefore removed
from the fit, the results of which are presented in the first three columns of table 8 and in
figure 11. For completeness, and for direct comparison with ref. [43], the results of the fit
with these two assumptions are also given in the last two columns of the same table.
As is clearly visible from table 8 and figure 11, a model-independent precision better
than 1% for all couplings (and at times approaching the per-mil level), required for these
measurements to become sensitive to (multi-)TeV new physics, can be obtained with the
TLEP high-statistics data samples.
It is also important to compare the projections of TLEP to those from the HL-LHC,
as to evaluate the added value of a circular e+e− Higgs factory after 3 ab−1 of proton-
proton collision data. A truly model-independent fit cannot be performed from proton-
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Model-independent fit Constrained fit
Coupling TLEP-240 TLEP ILC TLEP ILC
gHZZ 0.16% 0.15% (0.18%) 0.9% 0.05% (0.06%) 0.31%
gHWW 0.85% 0.19% (0.23%) 0.5% 0.09% (0.11%) 0.25%
gHbb 0.88% 0.42% (0.52%) 2.4% 0.19% (0.23%) 0.85%
gHcc 1.0% 0.71% (0.87%) 3.8% 0.68% (0.84%) 3.5%
gHgg 1.1% 0.80% (0.98%) 4.4% 0.79% (0.97%) 4.4%
gHττ 0.94% 0.54% (0.66%) 2.9% 0.49% (0.60%) 2.6%
gHµµ 6.4% 6.2% (7.6%) 45% 6.2% (7.6%) 45%
gHγγ 1.7% 1.5% (1.8%) 14.5% 1.4% (1.7%) 14.5%
BRexo 0.48% 0.45% (0.55%) 2.9% 0.16% (0.20%) 0.9%
Table 8. Relative statistical uncertainty on the Higgs boson couplings, as expected from the physics
programme at
√
s = 240 and 350 GeV at TLEP. (The first column indicates the expected precision
at TLEP when the sole 240 GeV data are considered. The substantial improvement with the
inclusion of the 350 GeV data — in the second column — mostly stems from the precise total Higgs
boson width measurement, which constrains all couplings simultaneously.) The numbers between
brackets indicates the uncertainties expected with two detectors instead of four. For illustration, the
uncertainties expected from the ILC baseline programme at 250 and 350 GeV are also given. The
first three columns give the results of a truly model-independent fit, while the last two include the
two assumptions made in ref. [43] on the W/Z couplings and on the exotic decays, for completeness
and easier comparison. The column labelled “TLEP-240” holds for the sole period at 240 GeV for
TLEP. The last line gives the absolute uncertainty on the Higgs boson branching fraction to exotic
particles (invisible or not).
proton collision data: the total decay width cannot be easily determined with the sole LHC
measurements and the H→ cc¯ decay likely cannot be isolated by the LHC detectors —
although new ideas are emerging on these two fronts [44–46]. Additional assumptions thus
need to be made for a meaningful comparison with e+e− Higgs factories. Here, constraints
similar to those used in ref. [47] are applied: it is assumed that no Higgs boson exotic
decays take place, and that deviations of the charm and top couplings are correlated.
The CMS report [48] submitted to the recent Snowmass process contains estimates of
the CMS projected performance with 3 ab−1, with similar hypotheses, in two scenarios:
scenario 1 with all systematic uncertainties unchanged, and Scenario 2, with experimental
systematic uncertainties scaling like 1/
√
L and theoretical errors halved. These estimates
are displayed in figure 12 and compared to a fit of the TLEP projections extracted with
the same assumptions about the theoretical uncertainties in Higgs boson decays.
Within the mildly model-dependent assumptions used in the fit — no exotic decays,
and correlated up-type-quark couplings — the projections for HL-LHC in Scenario 2 are
truly impressive, and will further improve by including the other detector (ATLAS pro-
jections are available in ref. [49]) and additional dedicated analyses in the combination.
In this challenging context, TLEP data collected at 240 and 350 GeV would enable very
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Figure 11. Relative statistical uncertainty on the Higgs boson couplings from a truly model-
independent fit, as expected from two five-year-long running periods at
√
s = 240-250 and 350 GeV
for TLEP and ILC. The red and blue bars correspond to the combination of the data at 240-250 GeV
and 350 GeV, while the green bars hold for the sole period of TLEP at 240 GeV. The dashed lines
show the ±1% band, relevant for sensitivity to multi-TeV new physics. Also indicated are the
expected uncertainties on the total decay width and on the invisible decay width. The Hµµ and
Hγγ coupling uncertainties, which do not fit in the ±6% scale of the figure for ILC, can be read off
table 8.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the projections of the HL-LHC (green) and of e+e− Higgs
factories (blue: ILC, red: TLEP) for the Higgs boson coupling relative uncertainties. For the HL-
LHC projections, the dashed bars represent CMS Scenario 1 and the solid bars represent CMS
Scenario 2, for one experiment only [48]. For the Higgs factories, the data up to
√
s = 350 GeV are
combined. The dashed horizontal lines show the ±1% band, relevant for sensitivity to multi-TeV
new physics.
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significant improvements on these coupling measurements well beyond the HL-LHC pro-
jected precision, and with an accuracy adequate to become sensitive to multi-TeV new
physics. The interest of e+e− collision data at centre-of-mass energies above 350 GeV for
Higgs boson physics is briefly discussed in section 5.
3.4 Sensitivity to new physics and theory uncertainties
As examples of new physics models that would be probed with precision Higgs measure-
ments at TLEP, supersymmetric models that are compatible with current measurements,
including the non-observation of supersymmetric particles at the LHC, are considered.
These models are simplified, in that they assume universal supersymmetry-breaking masses
for squarks and sleptons, and for gauginos, at a high scale. In the case of the CMSSM, this
assumption is extended to include the supersymmetric Higgs bosons, but this assumption
is relaxed in the NUHM1 model [50]. A global frequentist analysis of the present data
found two CMSSM fits that yield very similar values of the global χ2 function, with lower
and higher sparticle masses respectively, whilst the best NUHM1 fit is qualitatively similar
to the low-mass CMSSM fit. These fits have not been excluded by the 2012 LHC run at
8 TeV, but lie within the potential reach of the forthcoming LHC 13/14 TeV run. On the
other hand, the high-mass CMSSM point is likely to lie beyond the reach of the LHC.
Thus, these models represent different potential challenges for the TLEP precision physics
programme: verify predictions of new physics models at the quantum level, or find indirect
evidence for new physics beyond the reach of the LHC.
Figure 13 displays the deviations from the Standard Model predictions for some prin-
cipal Higgs decay branching ratios, calculated in these CMSSM and NUHM1 models. Also
shown are the potential measurement uncertainties attainable with the LHC programme
that is currently approved, with HL-LHC, with the ILC and with TLEP. Only TLEP has
measurement errors that are expected to be significantly smaller than the deviations of the
supersymmetric model predictions from the central values of the Standard Model predic-
tions, thereby offering the possibilities of a check of the predictions of the low-mass models
at the quantum level, and of indirect evidence for the high-mass CMSSM.
It can also be noted from figure 13, however, that the uncertainties in the Standard
Model predictions for the Higgs decay branching ratios stated by the LHC Higgs cross sec-
tion Working Group [51] are considerably larger than the deviations of the supersymmetric
models from the Standard Model predictions, and also larger than the projected experimen-
tal errors. This means that the TLEP programme of high-precision Higgs measurements
must be accompanied by a substantial theoretical effort to reduce the uncertainties in the
theoretical calculations of Higgs properties.
4 Precise measurements of the EWSB parameters
Electroweak loops have the remarkable property of being sensitive to the existence of
weakly-coupled particles, even if they cannot be directly produced or observed in current
experiments. For example, the measurements of the Z resonance line-shape parameters,
undertaken at LEP during a dedicated scan in 1993, led to a prediction of the top quark
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Figure 13. A compilation of prospective experimental errors in measurements of the principal
Higgs decay branching ratios at the LHC, HL-LHC, ILC and TLEP (all with baseline luminosities
and energies), compared with current estimates of the uncertainties in the Standard Model predic-
tions [51] and the deviations from the Standard Model calculated in various supersymmetric models
described in the text, and in more detail in ref. [50].
mass mtop of 172± 20 GeV by the time of the Moriond conference in March 1994 [52]. The
uncertainty on mtop was dominated by the range of assumptions for the Higgs boson mass,
varied from 60 to 1000 GeV. When the top quark was discovered at the Tevatron in 1995,
and its mass measured with precision of a few GeV within one standard deviation of the
prediction, the Electroweak fits of the LEP data became sensitive to the only remaining
unknown quantity in the Standard Model, the Higgs boson mass mH, predicted to be
mH = 99
+28
−23 GeV [53]. It is remarkable that the observation of the H(126) particle at the
LHC falls, once again, within one standard deviation of this prediction.
These two historical examples are specific of the Standard Model, with its particle
content — and nothing else. Now that the Higgs boson mass is measured with a precision
of a fraction of a GeV, and barring accidental or structural cancellations, these fits rule out
the existence of any additional particle that would have contributed to the Electroweak
loop corrections in a measurable way. As emphasized in ref. [53], the corrections to the
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W and Z masses do not necessarily decouple when the mass of new additional particles
increase (contrary to the corrections to, e.g., (g − 2)µ). For example, the top-quark loop
correction scales like (m2top−m2b)/m2W. The Electroweak loop corrections are also delicately
sensitive to the details of the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking Mechanism.
As summarized in section 2, the TLEP physics programme offers the potential of
considerable improvements in the precision of a large number of Electroweak observables.
The outstandingly large luminosity, the precise energy definition, the absence of energy bias
due to beamstrahlung, and an accurate energy calibration with resonant depolarization,
are among the unique characteristics of TLEP towards an unparalleled precision for most
of the measurements.
In the following, the potential of TLEP for precise measurements at or around the Z
pole, at the W pair threshold, and the top quark pair threshold, is briefly described. A
set of the most important measurements is given in table 9. When combined with the
precision measurements of the Higgs boson properties (reviewed in section 3), TLEP could
offer definitive investigations on the Electroweak Symmetry breaking, and on the possible
existence of weakly interacting particles beyond those already known, with a precision
sufficient for discovery. It will be the task of the upcoming design study to examine the
requirements and the possible difficulties in turning this potential into reality.
4.1 Measurements with TeraZ
With a continuous luminosity of 5.6 × 1035 cm−2s−1 per IP at a centre-of-mass energy of
91 GeV, TLEP is a Z factory able to deliver over 20 ab−1 of data, i.e., 7 × 1011 visible Z
decays for one year of running (hence the “Tera Z” appellation), with very clean experi-
mental conditions, centre-of-mass energy known to a fraction of MeV, and the possibility of
longitudinally polarized beams, with which the following experiments can be carried out:
• a high-statistics line-shape scan of the Z resonance, allowing an extremely precise
determination of the Z mass and width;
• high-statistics data collection at the Z peak, for the measurement of the Z partial
widths, the determination of the number of light neutrinos, and the detection of
rare decays;
• high-statistics data taking with longitudinally-polarized beams, for a very precise
determination of the weak mixing angle.
An extensive description of Electroweak measurements performed at LEP and SLC in
1988-1998 can be found in ref. [54]. It is beyond the scope of this article to revisit all
the measurements in view of establishing the improvements potentially brought about by
TLEP. Only a brief account of a few key measurements is given here. Typically, TLEP will
bring a factor 105 to the statistics accumulated at LEP, which corresponds to statistical
uncertainties reduced by a factor 300. With such a huge improvement, it is clear that a
detailed consideration of experimental systematic uncertainties will be essential before a
precise conclusion be drawn on the ultimately achievable precisions. Above all, uncertain-
ties in the theoretical interpretation will need to be revisited, which implies a significant
new programme of calculations of higher-order Electroweak corrections.
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4.1.1 The Z mass and width
The Z mass was determined at LEP from the line shape scan to be 91187.5±2.1 MeV. The
statistical error of 1.2 MeV would be reduced below 5 keV at TLEP. The systematic uncer-
tainty was dominated by the error pertaining to the beam energy calibration (1.7 MeV). As
seen in section 2, a continuous measurement with resonant depolarization of single bunches
should allow a reduction of this uncertainty to well below 100 keV. Other errors include
the theoretical uncertainties in the calculation of initial state radiation (≤ 100 keV), in
the production of additional lepton pairs (≤ 300 keV), and in the theoretical line-shape
parameterization (≤ 100 keV). It is clear that revisiting the QED corrections will be a high
priority item when embarking in a new program of precision measurements at TLEP.
An overall uncertainty of 100 keV or better is therefore a reasonable
target for the Z mass precision at TLEP.
The Z width was also determined from the line shape scan at LEP to be 2495.2 ±
2.3 MeV. The statistical error of 2 MeV would be reduced to less than 10 keV at TLEP. The
systematic uncertainty from the LEP energy calibration was 1.2 MeV, clearly dominated
by the reproducibility issues of the beam energy calibration. Again, this uncertainty is
expected be reduced to below 100 keV at TLEP. The theory systematic uncertainties on
ΓZ were estimated at the level of 200 keV and should be revisited.
An overall uncertainty of 100 keV or better is a reasonable target for the
Z width precision at TLEP.
4.1.2 The Z hadronic and leptonic partial widths
Determination of the Z partial widths requires measurements of branching ratios at the
Z peak — in particular the ratio of branching fractions of the Z boson into lepton and
into hadrons — and the peak hadronic cross section. The hadronic-to-leptonic ratio was
measured at LEP to be
R` =
Γhad
Γ`
= 20.767± 0.025, (4.1)
with a systematic uncertainty of 0.007. The experimental uncertainty was dominated by
the statistics of leptonic decays, and other uncertainties related to the event selection will
tend to decrease with statistics. The remaining systematic uncertainties were related to
the t-channel contribution in the electron channel (which would vanish by the sole use of
the muon channel) and to the detailed modelling of final-state radiation or emission of
additional lepton pairs. Here, theory should be considerably helped by the large sample
of leptonic Z decays available for the study of these rare processes. The measurements
of the partial widths into electron, muon and tau pairs will also allow tests of the lepton
universality in Z decays with considerably improved precision with respect to what was
achieved LEP.
A relative precision of 5× 10−5 is considered to be a reasonable target for
the ratio of the Z hadronic-to-leptonic partial widths at TLEP, as well as
for the ratios of the Z leptonic widths (as a test of lepton universality).
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4.1.3 The leptonic weak mixing angle
Determinations of the weak mixing angle sin2 θeffW are made from a variety of measurements,
such as the leptonic and hadronic forward-backward asymmetries or the τ polarization in
Z→ ττ decays. These measurements will be performed with high statistics at the occasion
of the line-shape scan without polarized beams.
The single most precise measurement, however, comes from the inclusive left-right
beam-polarization asymmetry ALR. This quantity can be measured from the total cross-
section asymmetry upon reversal of the polarization of the e+e− system. For the same
level of polarization in collisions as that observed at LEP, and assuming that a fraction
of the bunches can be selectively depolarized, a simultaneous measurement [31] of the
beam polarization and of the left-right asymmetry ALR can be envisioned at TLEP. For
one year of data taking with a luminosity of 1035 cm−2s−1, a precision on ALR of the
order of 10−5 — or a precision on sin2 θeffW of the order of 10
−6 — is achievable. Other
beam polarization asymmetries for selected final states, like for example Apol,fFB , would
allow precise measurements of the Electroweak couplings, and become an interesting tool
for flavour selection.
A precision of 10−6 on sin2 θeffW is a reasonable goal for the measurement
of the leptonic weak mixing angle at TLEP.
4.1.4 The Z → bb¯ partial width
An Electroweak correction of great interest is the vertex correction to the Z→ bb¯ partial
width. This correction affects the total Z width ΓZ, the leptonic branching fraction R`, the
peak hadronic cross section σpeakhad , and most sensitively, Rb ≡ ΓZ→bb¯/Γhad. At LEP and
SLC, Rb was measured by tagging the presence of one b-quark jet, and the efficiency was
controlled by the “double tag” method. The present experimental value, Rb = 0.21629 ±
0.00066, has a roughly equal sharing between systematic and statistical uncertainties.
Because the double b-tagging method is self-calibrating, its accuracy is expected to
improve with accumulated statistics. The SLD detector at SLC had the best efficiency for
this selection, by the twofold effect of a more granular vertex detector and a smaller beam
spot, which allowed a more precise determination of the impact parameter of secondary
hadrons. While the experimental conditions at TLEP are expected to be similar to those
at LEP, the beam spot size will be very significantly smaller in all dimensions than at
SLC, and a next-generation vertex detector will be used. The b-tagging capabilities should
therefore be similar to or better than those of SLD.
A precision of 2 to 5× 10−5 seems therefore to be a reasonable goal for
the measurement of Rb at TLEP.
4.1.5 Rare decays
The very large statistics accumulated at TLEP, including 3 × 1010 tau pairs or muon
pairs, and more than 2× 1011 b quarks or c quarks, should allow a new range of searches
for rare phenomena and tests of conservation laws that remain to be investigated. As
an illustration, more than 20,000 Bs → τ+τ− decays would be produced, according to
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the Standard Model prediction: the few thousand events observed will bring stringent
constraints on new physics, which may change this branching fraction by large factors. It
will also be possible to probe small flavour-changing-neutral-current couplings of the Z to
quarks and leptons with very high accuracy. (Flavour-changing-neutral-current couplings
of the top quark can also be probed both in production and in decays by running at the
tt¯ threshold and above.) It will be the purpose of the upcoming design study to examine
and develop further the immense physics potential of TLEP in the search for rare decays
and their theoretical interpretation.
4.2 Measurements with OkuW
With more than 2×108 W pairs produced at centre-of-mass energies at the WW threshold
and above (hence the “OkuW” appelation), of which 2.5× 107 W pairs at √s ∼ 161 GeV,
TLEP will be a W factory as well. Because the quantity of data expected at the WW
production threshold is 105 times larger than that produced at LEP, the measurements to
be performed by TLEP at this centre-of-mass energy need to be thoroughly reviewed by
the starting design study. Here, only brief accounts of the W mass measurement and the
determination of the number of active neutrinos are given. A precise measurement of the
strong coupling constant can also be done when the large WW event samples expected at√
s = 240 and 350 GeV are exploited too.
4.2.1 The W mass
The safest and most sensitive measurement of the W mass can be performed at threshold.
At LEP [55], this measurement was done at a unique centre-of-mass energy of 161.3 GeV.
A more thorough scan, including a point below threshold for calibration of possible back-
grounds, should probably be envisioned to provide the redundancy necessary for a precise
measurement at TLEP. The measurement is essentially statistics dominated and the only
relevant uncertainties are those associated with the definition of the centre-of-mass energy,
as described in section 2. The precision achieved at LEP on mW was about 300 MeV per
experiment. A statistical error of 1 MeV on the W mass should therefore be achievable at
TLEP per experiment (i.e., 0.5 MeV from a combination of four experiments).
As energy calibration with resonant depolarization will be available at TLEP at least
up to 81 GeV per beam, the threshold scan should involve beam energies close to the
point of maximum mW sensitivity and situated at the half-integer spin tune, νs = 182.5
and 183.5, i.e., Ebeam = 80.4 and 80.85 GeV. Because the beam-energy spread and the
beamstrahlung are negligibly small at TLEP, this measurement is not sensitive to the
delicate understanding of these two effects. A more careful analysis may reveal systematic
uncertainties that are relevant at this level of precision. They should, however, be somewhat
similar to those involved in the Z mass measurement from the resonance line shape, i.e.,
dominated by the uncertainties on the initial state QED corrections and the theoretical
parameterization of the WW threshold cross section. With the same logic as above, these
uncertainties should be reducible to a level below 100 keV on mW.
An overall, statistics-dominated, uncertainty of 500 keV is therefore con-
sidered as a reasonable target for the W mass precision at TLEP.
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Figure 14. Sensitivity of the W mass measurement to the mass mt˜1 of the lighter supersym-
metric partner of the top quark (horizontal axis) as a function of the difference δm between the
masses of the two stop squarks (vertical axis), from the analysis of ref. [56]. The colours indicate
that measurements of the W mass with a precision smaller than 5 MeV (blue), 1 MeV (red) and
500 keV (green) would be sensitive to a stop mass of 850 GeV, 1.9 TeV and 2.6 TeV, respectively,
independently of the stop decay modes.
This sole measurement would already be a very sensitive probe of new physics, able to
provide indirect evidence for the existence of particles that could not be observed directly
at the LHC. One example is provided by the supersymmetric partners of the top quark,
from the analysis of ref. [56], as illustrated in figure 14. The TLEP precision of 500 keV on
the W mass would give sensitivity to a stop squark of about 3 TeV, far heavier than could
be detected at the HL-LHC, and independently of the stop decay mode. This is another
example of how the unparallelled TLEP precision could give access to physics beyond the
Standard Model.
4.2.2 The Z invisible width and the number of neutrinos
The measurement of the Z decay width into invisible states is of great interest as it con-
stitutes a direct test of the unitarity of the PMNS matrix — or of the existence of sterile
neutrinos, as pointed out in ref. [57]. It can be performed at the Z pole from the peak
hadronic cross section or at larger centre-of-mass energies with radiative return to the Z [58].
As explained below, at TLEP the latter is likely to be more accurate than the former.
The measurement of the peak hadronic cross-section at the Z pole is indeed already
dominated by theoretical systematics today, related to the understanding of the low-angle
Bhabha-scattering cross section (used for the integrated luminosity determination). The
present measurement, expressed in terms of a number of active neutrinos,
Nν = 2.984± 0.008, (4.2)
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is two standard deviations below the SM value of 3.00. The experimental conditions at
TLEP will be adequate to improve the experimental uncertainty considerably, but, to
make this measurement worthwhile, a commensurate effort would have to be invested in
the theoretical calculations of the small-angle Bhabha-scattering cross section used for
normalization. A desirable goal would be to reduce the uncertainty on Nν down to 0.001,
but it is not clear that it can be achieved from Z peak measurements.
Above the Z peak, the e+e− → Zγ process provides a very clean photon-tagged sample
of on-shell Z bosons, with which the Z properties can be measured. From the WW threshold
scan alone, the cross section of about 5 pb [59–62] ensures that 10 million Zγ events will
be produced in each TLEP experiment with a Z→ νν¯ decay and a high-energy photon in
the detector acceptance. The three million Zγ events with leptonic Z decays will in turn
provide a direct measurement of the ratio ΓinvZ /Γ
lept
Z , in which uncertainties associated
with absolute luminosity and photon detection efficiency cancel. The 40 million Zγ events
with either hadronic or leptonic Z decays will also provide a cross check of the systematic
uncertainties and backgrounds related to the QED predictions for the energy and angular
distributions of the high-energy photon. The invisible Z width will thus be measured with
a statistical error corresponding to 0.001 neutrino family. Systematic uncertainties are
expected to be at the same level or smaller.
The data taken at
√
s = 240 and 350 GeV will contribute to further reduce this un-
certainty with the e+e− → Zγ process, and to perform independent cross checks and
redundant ΓinvZ measurements with ZZ and maybe HZ production. It is to be determined
by the design study whether a dedicated run at a somewhat lower centre-of-mass energy
— with both a larger luminosity and a larger Zγ cross section — is more appropriate for
this important measurement.
An overall, statistics-dominated, uncertainty smaller than 0.001 of a SM
neutrino partial width is therefore considered as a reasonable target for
the Z invisible width at TLEP.
4.2.3 The strong coupling constant
The prospective TLEP precisions on the EWSB parameters call for a similar improve-
ment of the strong coupling constant accuracy, which would otherwise become a leading
systematic uncertainty in the theoretical interpretation of the TLEP measurements, and
in particular in the determination of the top quark mass from the measurement of the tt¯
production threshold cross section. Complementary determinations of the strong coupling
constant, αs, may be obtained both at the Z pole and at energies at the WW threshold
and above, with similar accuracies.
The precise experimental measurement of the inclusive hadronic Z decay rate at the
Z pole is sensitive to αs. The theoretical prediction for such an inclusive observable is
known with N3LO QCD corrections [63, 64], with strongly suppressed non-perturbative
effects. Some caveat is in order since Electroweak corrections can in principle be sensitive
to the particle content of the Electroweak theory. The extraction of αs may therefore not
be completely free of model dependence of Electroweak nature. A good way around this
caveat is to constrain radiative-correction effects with other Electroweak measurements at
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the Z pole or elsewhere. In the case at stake here, the hadronic partial width is sensitive to
new physics through the “oblique” Electroweak corrections known as 1(≡ ∆ρ) and 3, and
through the vertex correction δb to the Z → bb¯ partial width. The ∆ρ sensitivity cancels
when taking the ratio R` with the leptonic partial width, and the 3 corrections can be
strongly constrained by the determination of sin2 θeffW from leptonic asymmetries or from
ALR. The b-vertex contribution can be constrained by the direct extraction of Rb, hence
is not expected to be a limitation.
The ratio R` has been used for the determination of αs at LEP. Up to a few years
ago, when only NNLO QCD predictions were available, and the Higgs boson mass was still
unknown, this measurement was translated to [65]
αs(m2Z)=0.1226±0.0038 (exp)
+0.0028 (µ=2.00mZ)
−0.0005 (µ=0.25mZ)
+0.0033 (mH=900 GeV)
−0.0000 (mH=100 GeV)
+0.0002 (mtop=180 GeV)
−0.0002 (mtop=170 GeV)±0.0002 (th).
(4.3)
Now that (i) the uncertainty due to the Higgs boson mass dependence is no longer
relevant; (ii) the uncertainty due to the top-quark mass dependence is negligible; and (iii)
the pQCD scale uncertainty from the latest N3LO calculations has dropped to 0.0002,
this method potentially allows access to a high-precision measurement of αs. As shown in
eq. (4.1), R` was measured at LEP with a relative uncertainty of 0.12%. As mentioned
in section 4.1.2, this precision is expected to improve to 5 × 10−5 with TLEP. The LEP
experimental error of 0.0038 on αs(m
2
Z) will scale accordingly to 0.00015 at TLEP, becoming
of the same order as the theory uncertainty.
A reasonable target for the measurement of αs(m
2
Z) with a run at the Z
pole with TLEP is therefore a precision of 0.0002.
Beyond the measurement of R` at the Z pole, another interesting possibility for the
αs determination is to use the W hadronic width as measured from W-pair events at and
above 161 GeV. The quantity of interest is the branching ratio Bhad = ΓW→hadrons/ΓtotW ,
which can be extracted by measuring the fractions of WW events to the fully leptonic,
semi-leptonic and fully hadronic final states:
BR(W+W− → `+ν`′−ν¯) = (1−Bhad)2, (4.4)
BR(W+W− → `+νqq¯′) = (1−Bhad)×Bhad, (4.5)
BR(W+W− → qq¯′q′′q¯′′′) = B2had. (4.6)
The LEP2 data taken at centre-of-mass energies ranging from 183 to 209 GeV led to
Bhad = 67.41±0.27 [55], a measurement with a 0.4% relative precision. This measurement
was limited by WW event statistics of about 4 × 104 events. With over 2 × 108 W pairs
expected at TLEP at
√
s = 161, 240 and 350 GeV, it may therefore be possible to reduce
the relative uncertainty on Bhad by a factor ∼ 70, down to 5× 10−5, and thus the absolute
uncertainty on αs to ±0.00015.
This measurement is both competitive with and complementary to that performed
with the Z hadronic width, because the sensitivity to Electroweak effects is completely
different in Bhad and in R`. In particular, the coupling of the W to pairs of quarks and
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TLEP ILC
Total Integrated Luminosity (ab−1) 2.6 0.35
Number of tt¯ pairs 1,000,000 100,000
Table 10. Integrated luminosity and total number of tt¯ pairs produced with TLEP at
√
s ∼
345 GeV (where the sensitivity to the top quark mass is maximal). For illustration, the correspond-
ing numbers are also indicated for the baseline ILC programme at
√
s ∼ 350 GeV.
leptons is straightforwardly given by the CKM matrix elements with little sensitivity to
any new particles.
A reasonable target for the measurement of αs(m
2
W ) with the runs at
and above 161 GeV with TLEP is therefore a precision better than 0.0002.
When combined with the measurement at the Z pole, a precision of 0.0001
is within reach for αs(m
2
Z).
As another example of the importance of precision measurements, the LEP determina-
tion of αs(mZ) was already able, in association with sin
2 θeffW , to distinguish between super-
symmetric and non-supersymmetric models of grand unification [66–69]. The prospective
TLEP accuracies on these quantities would take this confrontation between theory and
experiments to a completely new level.
4.3 Measurements with MegaTop
With an integrated luminosity of the order of 130 fb−1 per year and per experiment, TLEP
will be a top factory as well, with over one million tt¯ pairs produced in five years (hence the
“MegaTop” appellation) at
√
s ∼ 345 GeV. The precise measurement of the cross section
at the tt¯ production threshold is sensitive to the top-quark pole mass, mtop, the total top-
quark decay width, Γtop, as well as to the Yukawa coupling of the top quark to the Higgs
boson, λtop, through the virtual exchange of a Higgs boson between the two top quarks.
The production cross section at threshold [70], corrected for QCD effects up to the next-
to-next-to-leading order, is displayed in figure 15 for mtop = 174 GeV, with and without
the effects of initial-state radiation (present at all e+e− colliders) and of beamstrahlung
(only affecting linear colliders). As mentioned in section 2.2, the absence of beamstrahlung
at TLEP slightly increases the steepness, hence the sensitivity to the top-quark mass, and
absolute value of the cross-section profile at the tt¯ threshold. The corresponding numbers
of events expected at TLEP are given in table 10.
The most thorough study of the tt¯ threshold measurements was done in the context of
the TESLA project in ref. [72], the parameters of which are very close to those of the ILC.
The study makes use of a multi-parameter fit of mtop, Γtop, λtop and αs to the top cross
section, the top momentum distributions, and the forward-backward asymmetry. When
constraining the value of αs(mZ) to its currently measured value, the study obtained sta-
tistical uncertainties of ∆mtop = 31 MeV, ∆Γtop = 34 MeV, and a relative uncertainty
on the Yukawa coupling λtop of the order of 40%. The dominant experimental system-
atic uncertainties on the mass stem from the knowledge of αs(mZ) (±30 MeV per unit of
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Figure 15. The tt¯ cross section at the production threshold, for a top quark mass of 174 GeV, as
a function of the centre-of-mass energy, taken from ref. [71]. (Note: the measured top quark mass
from Tevatron and LHC is approximately 1 GeV smaller. The 1s peak is therefore around 346 GeV
instead of 348 GeV as shown here.) The black curve is the next-to-next-to-leading-order QCD-
corrected cross section. The green curve shows the effect of photon emission exclusively by initial
state radiation (ISR), as is expected in TLEP collisions. For illustration, the red curve includes in
addition the effects of the ILC beamstrahlung at
√
s = 350 GeV.
±0.0007, the current uncertainty on this quantity), and from the knowledge of the beam-
energy spectrum: a 20% uncertainty of the RMS width of the main luminosity peak would
result in top mass uncertainties of approximately 75 MeV, far in excess of the statistical
uncertainty [71].
The expected TLEP statistical uncertainties are summarized in table 11. In addition
to the ten-fold increase in the number of tt¯ events at TLEP, which reduces the statis-
tical uncertainties by a factor of three, the much better knowledge of the beam-energy
spectrum, and the precise measurement of the strong coupling constant with TeraZ and
OkuW are bound to reduce the main experimental systematic uncertainties by one order
of magnitude, hence below the statistical uncertainties. The starting design study plans
to demonstrate fully the TLEP potential in this respect. A specific effort to reduce the
theoretical Electroweak uncertainties on the cross section by one order of magnitude will
also be needed.
An overall experimental uncertainty of 10 to 20 MeV is therefore con-
sidered to be a reasonable target for the top-quark mass measurement
at TLEP.
4.4 Reducing the theory uncertainties
The unprecedented precision in Higgs, W, Z and top measurements at TLEP will require
significant theoretical effort in a new generation of theoretical calculations in order to reap
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mtop Γtop λtop
TLEP 10 MeV 11 MeV 13%
ILC 31 MeV 34 MeV 40%
Table 11. Expected statistical uncertainties for mtop, Γtop and λtop for TLEP, obtained from a five-
years scan of tt¯ threshold at
√
s ∼ 350 GeV. The dominant experimental systematic uncertainties
on the top quark mass are expected to be of the order of or smaller than the statistical uncertainties
for TLEP. Also indicated is the baseline ILC potential for these measurements.
the full benefits from their interpretation, as illustrated in section 4.5. In their absence, a
few considerations are given here, based on calculations made in the context of GigaZ and
MegaW studies at the ILC [73]. The current measurements of mH, mZ, αem, mtop and αs
may be used to estimate mW and sin
2 θeffW ,
mW = 80.361± 0.006± 0.004 GeV, (4.7)
sin2 θeffW = 0.23152± 0.00005± 0.00005, (4.8)
where in each case the first error is the parametric uncertainty and the second is the
estimated uncertainty due to higher-order Electroweak corrections.
In both cases [74], the dominant parametric uncertainty is due to the experimental
error in the top mass, δmtop ∼ 1 GeV, responsible for δmW ∼ 6 MeV and δ sin2 θeffW ∼
3× 10−5. A measurement of mtop with a statistical precision of 10 to 20 MeV, as discussed
above, could in principle reduce these parametric uncertainties to δmW ∼ 0.1 MeV and
δ sin2 θeffW < 10
−6, respectively. However, there is currently a theoretical uncertainty in
mtop associated with non-perturbative QCD, of the order of ∼ 100 MeV or more, which
would need to be understood better. Other important parametric uncertainties are those
due to δmZ, responsible for δmW ∼ 2.5 MeV and δ sin2 θeffW ∼ 1.4 × 10−5. The projected
measurement of mZ with an error δMZ ∼ 0.1 MeV would reduce these two parametric
uncertainties to δmW ∼ 0.1 MeV and δ sin2 θeffW ∼ 10−6 as well. Other important parametric
uncertainties are those associated with αem(mZ), which are currently δmW ∼ 1 MeV and
δ sin2 θeffW ∼ 1.8× 10−5. The exploitation of the full power of TLEP would require reducing
δαem(mZ) by almost an order of magnitude, which will require significant improvements
not only in lower-energy measurements of e+e− → hadrons, but also in the theoretical
understanding of radiative corrections [75–78].
These prospective reductions in the parametric errors of eq. (4.7) and (4.8) will need
to be accompanied by order-of-magnitude reductions in the uncertainties associated with
Electroweak corrections. This will require a new generation of Electroweak calculations
to higher order in Electroweak perturbation theory, that are perhaps beyond the current
state of the art, but within reach on the time scale required by TLEP.
4.5 Global fit of the EWSB parameters
Once the Higgs boson mass is measured and the top quark mass determined with a pre-
cision of a few tens of MeV, the Standard Model prediction of a number of observables
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sensitive to Electroweak radiative corrections will become absolute with no remaining ad-
ditional parameters. Any deviation will be a demonstration of the existence of new, weakly
interacting particle(s). As was seen in the previous sections, TLEP will offer the oppor-
tunity of measurements of such quantities with precisions between one and two orders of
magnitude better than the present status of these measurements. The theoretical predic-
tion of these quantities with a matching precision will be a real challenge — as discussed
in the next section — but the ability of these tests of the completeness of the Standard
Model to discover new weakly-interacting particles beyond those already known is real.
As an illustration, the result of the fit of the Standard Model to all the Electroweak
measurements foreseen with TLEP-Z, as obtained with the GFitter program [79] under the
assumptions that all relevant theory uncertainties can be reduced to match the experimental
uncertainties and that the error on αem(mZ) can be reduced by a factor 5, is displayed in
figure 16 as 68% C.L. contours in the (mtop,mW) plane. This fit is compared to the
direct mW and mtop measurements expected from TLEP-W and TLEP-t. For illustration,
a comparison with the precisions obtained with the current Tevatron data, as well as
from LHC and ILC projections, is also shown. Among the many powerful tests that will
become available with TLEP data, an inclusive, albeit unidimensional, test is commonly
proposed by the most popular fitting programmes, namely the comparison of the Higgs
boson mass prediction from all Electroweak observables with the mass actually measured.
Figure 17 shows the ∆χ2 of the Higgs boson mass fit, obtained from GFitter under the same
assumptions, to the TLEP Electroweak precision measurements. A precision of 1.4 GeV on
mH is predicted if all related theory uncertainties can be reduced to match the experimental
uncertainties. If the theory uncertainties were kept as they are today [79], the precision on
mH would be limited to about 10 GeV, as shown also in figure 17.
5 High-energy upgrades
The European Strategy update recalls the strong physics case of an e+e− collider for
the measurement of the Higgs boson and other particle properties with unprecedented
precision. As demonstrated in sections 3 and 4, the TLEP project superbly qualifies for
this purpose. The projected precisions are sufficient to achieve sensitivities to new physics
up to 5 TeV if it couples to the scalar sector, and up to 30 TeV for weakly-coupled new
physics. The European Strategy update also states that the project must be upgradeable
to higher energies. It is therefore important to evaluate the scientific relevance of a possible
energy upgrage of TLEP in the context of the FCC project, especially when compared to
(multi-)TeV e+e− colliders.
Both e+e− Higgs factories discussed in section 3 (TLEP and ILC) have high-energy
upgrade options. In the case of TLEP, the centre-of-mass energy can be increased to√
s = 500 GeV by tripling the RF length from 600 to 1700 m, thereby increasing the total
RF voltage from 12 to 35 GV to compensate for the 31 GeV lost per turn by synchrotron
radiation in the 100 km ring. In the case of the ILC, its length can be doubled to reach a
centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV.
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Figure 16. The 68% C.L. contour from the fit of all Electroweak precision measurements from
TLEP-Z (red curve) in the (mtop,mW) plane, should the relevant theory uncertainties be reduced
to match the TLEP experimental uncertainties, compared to the direct W and top mass precisions
(blue curve) expected at TLEP-W and TLEP-t. For illustration, the LHC (black curve) and ILC
(green curve) projections for the direct mW and mtop precisions are also indicated, as well as the
current precision of the Tevatron measurements (dashed curve). The value of the Tevatron W mass
was modified in this figure to match the SM prediction for mtop = 173.2 GeV. The purple line shows
the prediction from the Standard Model for mH = 125 GeV. (For the LHC or the ILC on their own,
the thickness of this line would need to be increased by at least the error stemming from the Z mass
measured at LEP, i.e., about ±2 MeV on the W mass. This error disappears in the case of TLEP.)
No theory error was included in this line.
With a 2.5% momentum acceptance at each interaction point, TLEP-500 would have
a one-minute beam lifetime, which would allow for an average luminosity of 90% of the
peak luminosity with the baseline TLEP top-off injection scheme. With these parameters,
a luminosity of 0.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1 would be delivered at each interaction point with a
beam-beam tune shift of 0.1, for a total luminosity of 2 × 1034 cm−2s−1 when summed
over the four IPs, as displayed in figure 3. Although not included in the TLEP baseline
programme at this time, the design study will investigate the feasibility of such an option
and define the maximum reachable centre-of-mass energy under reasonable assumptions.
The possibility of further increasing the centre-of-mass energy of the ILC by another
factor of two to
√
s = 1 TeV has also been considered. The other linear collider project,
CLIC [18], could provide a higher-energy physics programme all the way to
√
s = 3 TeV.
It would require, however, considerably more electrical power, estimated at ∼ 600 MW.
The ultimate energy-frontier option for TLEP, however, is of a very different and more
ambitious nature. In the context of the FCC, it would consist of using the 80 to 100 km
tunnel to host a very-high-energy large hadron collider, the VHE-LHC. If equipped with
magnets of 15 T, pp collisions could be produced at a centre-of-mass energy of 80 to
100 TeV, giving access to the direct production of new coloured particles with masses of
up to 30 TeV. (For completeness, we also note that pp collisions with a centre-of-mass
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Figure 17. The ∆χ2 of the Standard-Model Higgs boson mass fit to the projected TLEP preci-
sion measurements (red curve) (with the exception of the direct Higgs boson mass measurement),
compared to the ∆χ2 of the current fit to the LEP, SLC and Tevatron measurements (blue curve).
A precision of 1.4 GeV can be obtained on mH, should the relevant theory uncertainties be reduced
to match the TLEP experimental uncertainties. The dashed curve shows the result of the fit with
the current theory uncertainties, as implemented in ref. [79].
energy of 33 TeV could be obtained by re-using the LHC tunnel for a pp collider using 20 T
magnets, the high-energy large hadron collider, HE-LHC.)
5.1 Higgs physics in e+e− collisions at
√
s = 500 GeV
The TLEP physics potential at this centre-of-mass energy would be similar to that of the
linear colliders ILC and CLIC, which have nominal luminosities that are comparable at√
s = 500 GeV. The ILC TDR [7] shows that the addition of 500 fb−1 at 500 GeV to the
baseline programme with 250 fb−1 at 250 GeV and 350 fb−1 at 350 GeV would improve
the precision on all Higgs boson couplings to light fermions and gauge bosons by less than a
factor 1.5 (still far from the sub-per-cent precision provided by TLEP at 240 GeV), and by
a negligible amount at TLEP. The measurement of the invisible width of the Higgs boson
would not be improved in either case.
On the other hand, the opening of the e+e− → tt¯H process allows the Htt coupling to
be measured directly, typically with a precision of 10 to 15%. However, the improvement
with respect to the TLEP measurement at the tt¯ threshold, which has an accuracy of 13%,
is marginal. More importantly, these precisions are not competitive with the HL-LHC
projections [48, 49]. For example, the CMS collaboration would be able to measure the
Htt coupling with an accuracy of 4% [80] with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1.
Similarly, the opening of the e+e− → ZHH and νν¯HH processes at √s = 500 GeV
enables a “measurement” of the triple Higgs-boson self-coupling, λH, with 50 to 80% preci-
sion. Again, these accuracies are not competitive with the HL-LHC projections, for which
a 30% accuracy on λH is envisioned.
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At this stage of the study, it appears that once sufficient e+e− data are collected
at 250 and 350 GeV, the potential gain in Higgs physics alone is not enough to justify
an upgrade to a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV. On the other hand, as discussed be-
low, the appearance of some threshold for new physics above 350 GeV could change the
picture entirely.
5.2 Higgs physics at higher energy
5.2.1 The Htt coupling
As mentioned in section 5.1, a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV cannot compete with the
HL-LHC for the Htt coupling measurement. To reach an accuracy in e+e− collisions similar
to the HL-LHC (less than 4%), the upgrade of either ILC up to
√
s = 1 TeV or CLIC up
to
√
s = 3 TeV is needed. A precision of 4% on the Htt coupling would be achieved with
an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 (ILC-1000) or 2 ab−1 (CLIC). On the other hand, an
integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 with pp collisions at either the HE-LHC or the VHE-LHC
would allow the precision on the Htt coupling to be significantly improved to a couple of
per-cent or a fraction of a per-cent, respectively, making the FCC project quite appealing
in this respect.
5.2.2 The HHH coupling
The measurement of the trilinear Higgs self-coupling λH would benefit substantially from
higher energy, because of the fast increase of the double-Higgs-boson production cross
section, in both e+e− and proton-proton collisions. Studies exist, albeit with different
levels of maturity, for the sensitivity of the ILC [7], CLIC [18], and HL-LHC [81, 82] to this
coupling. From the HL-LHC estimates and from the known HH production cross-section
increase at higher energies [83], extrapolations for 3 ab−1 of pp collision data at the HE-
LHC and the VHE-LHC can be inferred [84]. An executive summary of the achievable
precisions is displayed in figure 18.
A measurement of the trilinear Higgs self-coupling with a significance of at least 5σ
can only be done at the HE-LHC, CLIC or the VHE-LHC, with projected precisions in
the Standard Model of 15%, 10 to 16%, and 5%, respectively. Since deviations in the
HHH coupling arising from new physics effects are expected to be smaller than ±20%
with respect to the Standard Model prediction [85], such new physics effects could only be
probed at the VHE-LHC. The VHE-LHC is also the only machine that could have a say on
the quartic self-coupling [86], needed to fully understand Electroweak Symmetry Breaking.
In summary, the potential of the FCC project for Higgs physics cannot be challenged
by any other projects on the market.
5.3 Direct search for new physics
As seen above, the case for e+e− collisions with centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV and above
is not compelling for the study of the H(126) particle alone. A stronger motivation would
exist if a new particle were found (or inferred) at LHC during the next run at 13-14 TeV,
if and only if e+e− collisions could bring substantial new information about it.
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Figure 18. Expected relative statistical accuracy in % on the trilinear Higgs self-coupling for
e+e− (blue) and pp (red) colliders at the high-energy frontier. The accuracy estimates are given,
from left to right, for ILC500, TLEP500, HL-LHC, ILC1000, HE-LHC, CLIC and VHE-LHC, for
integrated luminosities of 0.5, 1, 3, 1, 3, 2, and 3 ab−1, respectively.
Typically, e+e− colliders can pair-produce new particles with masses up to half the
centre-of-mass energy, if they either are electrically charged or have a non-vanishing cou-
pling to the Z. The reach of ILC500, ILC1000 and CLIC is therefore limited to particles
lighter than 250, 500 and 1500 GeV, respectively. The lowest threshold for new particles
could be that for pair-production of dark matter particles, such as the lightest neutrali-
nos of supersymmetric models, through their Z or Higgs couplings, in association with an
initial-state-radiation photon. This search was performed at LEP, but was limited by the
kinematic reach and the large background from conventional neutrinos. Similar searches
are performed at the LHC (mono-photon, mono-jet, accompanied with missing energy), but
are competitive with astrophysical searches only for very small dark-matter particle masses.
The high luminosity of TLEP up to centre-of-mass energies of 350 to 500 GeV, associated
with the absence of photon background from beamstrahlung, may provide a promising
opportunity to extend the sensitivity of such single-photon searches for dark matter.
The absence of new phenomena at the LHC so far has reduced the prospects for
direct new physics discovery in e+e− collisions below 1 TeV in the centre of mass (with
few exceptions like the aforementioned possible observation of light dark matter). The
next LHC run at 13-14 TeV, to start in 2015, will bring clarity in this respect. Discovery
of a new particle lighter than 1.5 TeV in the 13-14 TeV LHC data would rejuvenate the
proposal of CLIC at
√
s = 3 TeV. A 100 TeV proton-proton collider, in the context of the
FCC project, would instead be able to produce new coloured particles up to several tens
of TeV, thus opening a unique window at high energy. A detailed study of the VHE-LHC
physics case has started in this context, in order to have relevant answers ready for the
next European Strategy update, to take place around 2018.
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6 Conclusion
The discovery at the LHC of a particle that resembles strongly the long-sought Higgs boson
of the Standard Model has placed studies for the next large machine for high-energy physics
in a new perspective. The prospects for the next decade already look quite promising: the
HL-LHC is an impressive Higgs factory, with great potential for measuring many Higgs
couplings with accuracies of a few per-cent. The LHC run at 13-14 TeV may well discover
something else, and it would be premature to mortgage the future of high-energy physics
before knowing what it reveals. In the meantime new ideas are emerging for possible future
Higgs factories.
In view of the financial, technical and personnel resources needed for the next large
high-energy physics instrument, it is essential to choose a strategy that provides com-
plementarity to the LHC, with optimal capabilities beyond what can be achieved with
HL-LHC, in both precision measurements and/or discovery potential.
In our view, TLEP, a large e+e− circular collider in a tunnel with 80 to 100 km
circumference, would best complement the LHC, as it would provide (i) per-mil precision
in measurements of Higgs couplings, (ii) unique precision in measurements of Electroweak
Symmetry-Breaking parameters and the strong coupling constant, (iii) a measurement of
the Z invisible width equivalent to better than 0.001 of a conventional neutrino species,
and (iv) a unique search programme for rare Z, W, Higgs, and top decays. We emphasize
that circular e+e− colliders use a mature technology that has been developed during the
construction and operation of successive e+e− machines over 50 years, and in particular
in a very similar regime at LEP2. Many of the key technical advances that make TLEP
possible will be demonstrated by SuperKEKB, which has many parameters similar to
TLEP. Experience with SuperKEKB will make more reliable the cost estimates, power
evaluations, and luminosity predictions for TLEP. Moreover, TLEP would be a stepping-
stone towards a 100 TeV pp collider in the same tunnel, and therefore provides a unique
long-term vision for high-energy physics. The FCC project — namely the combination of
TLEP and the VHE-LHC — offers, for a great cost effectiveness, the best precision and
the best search reach of all options presently on the market.
The design study of TLEP has now started, in close collaboration with the VHE-
LHC design study, with worldwide collaboration from Asia, U.S.A. and Europe, and with
full support from the CERN Council. The study is now included in the approved CERN
Medium-Term Plan for the years 2014-2018. The first proposed step is a design study
report in 2015, to be followed by a conceptual design report and a detailed cost estimate
in 2018-2019. In this paper, we have taken a first look at a potentially very rich TLEP
physics programme, which can serve as a baseline for a comprehensive exploration of its
possibilities during this period. An informed decision on the FCC project could then be
taken in full knowledge of the LHC results at 13-14 TeV and operational experience with
SuperKEKB. Technically, and if given the necessary financial and political support, TLEP
could be ready for physics in 2030.
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